Activity Name: “And they all lived happily
ever after”
SDG focus: SDG 2
Aims
•

To communicate using English as a tool of
expression.

•

To practise writing in English using
fictional narrative.

•

To develop imagination.

•

To raise awareness on SDG 2.

Language focus
• To know the structure of the fictional
narrative.
• To be able to order meals through the
telephone.
• To use strategies to communicate with a
restaurant.
Creative focus
• Developing imagination.
Level: A2
Age: 12-13
Time: 45 minutes
Preparation
• Prepare the material: paper, pen, menu,
bottle, telephone toy.
Procedure
• Activity 1 (warm-up): (8’): ‘Message in a
bottle. Students have to write a message
with information about themselves,
which will introduce into a bottle that
will be thrown into the sea. Two
statements should be true and one false.
Then, students will discuss in pairs which
statement they think the lie is. Finally,
the teacher will ask each pair which
statement they think is untrue and they
will have to explain why. In this way,
students will work on a communicative

•

•

approach so they will start using the L2
to express themselves and to
communicate with their partners.
Activity 2 (body): (30’): ‘Feeling like
Cervantes’. Students will be asked to
create an alternative ending to the story
using a fictional narrative, which they
have already seen in class. In this way,
students will work on a literacy-based
approach, which will enable them to
establish contact with the L2 in an
accessible manner. Moreover, they will
develop their creativity at the same time
their writing skills in L2 will improve. This
activity will be carried out in groups of 5
members.
Activity 3 (cool-down): (7’): ‘Take-away
food’. Students will be provided with a
menu of a Peruvian restaurant and they
will have to imagine that they are calling
on the restaurant phone to order the
dinner. The activity could be carried out
in groups of 5 members. In this way,
students will work on a natural approach
and on a communicative approach at
the same time since they will get
involved in meaningful communication
where it is created a natural situation of
communication. Moreover, objects and
realia are used.

Follow-up
• If it has not been done in a previous
activity, write down some keywords
about the relationship between this
tale and SDG 2.
• Peer-correction. Students will swap
their texts to correct the texts of their
peers. Once they have done that, texts
will be returned to their original writers
who will read them aloud.
Additional resources

